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The Maya art, like a magnet, has long been fascinating culture-adorers all around 
the world. Because of the lack of related knowledge, people always believe that Maya 
is a mysterious site with supernatural power. However, Maya civilization is actually 
the fruits of human wisdom, just as the four ancient civilizations. Up till now, 
archaeologists from America and Mexico have been doing plenty of research into the 
Maya world and they naturally attained abundant results. Chinese archaeologists, on 
the other hand, have not provided any substantial research regarding Maya. Therefore, 
translating English essays on the Maya world can help Chinese readers better 
understand the mysterious Maya culture. It also means a lot to translators when they 
translate academic essays and the relevant specialized terms. 
Maya Art and Architecture is an academic book written by Mary Ellen Miller, 
Professor of the History of Art at Yale University. Plenty of the latest research into the 
Maya world has been presented in this book, which helps Maya-culture adorers better 
understand the Maya world. This project aims to translate the first three chapters of 
Maya Art and Architecture and analyze the translation by using translation skills and 
theories.  
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征：中美洲宗教附插图字典》(The Gods and Symbols of Ancient Mexico and the 
Maya: An Illustrated Dictionary of Mesoamerican Religion) (1993)、《中美洲艺术》
(The Art of Mesoamerica) (1986)、《波拿蒙派克壁画》(The Murals of Bonampak) 
(1986)以及和琳达·谢勒(Linda Schele)共同撰写的《王室之血》(The Blood of Kings) 
(1986)。玛丽·米勒目前在墨西哥的波拿蒙派克组织开展一个项目，项目内容是记
录和重建玛雅壁画。 





































































Degree papers are in the “Xiamen University Electronic Theses and Dissertations Database”. Full
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1. If your library is a CALIS member libraries, please log on http://etd.calis.edu.cn/ and submit
requests online, or consult the interlibrary loan department in your library. 
2. For users of non-CALIS member libraries, please mail to etd@xmu.edu.cn for delivery details.
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